Unity API Specific Terms

1. **License for Allscripts Unity API.** For the fees identified in the Order and/or Amendment, Allscripts agrees to provide a **limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable** license to the Allscripts Unity API as outlined in the Order above, in accordance with the Agreement and subject to the limitations herein. Client's use of the Allscripts Software shall be limited to internal use for the purpose of utilizing the Allscripts Software for the Client's development of an interface or integration with a third party application, which will be developed to enable one or more of Client's medical devices or applications to interface with SAC or one or more of the Allscripts Sunrise solutions. The distribution or licensing of the Allscripts Software or any interface developed by the Client in any other form or as a component of SAC or another Allscripts solution is strictly prohibited.

2. **Support for Allscripts Unity API (Included in paid yearly Unity API Support) are the following:**
   - Developer Portal access; account must be created at [https://developer.allscripts.com](https://developer.allscripts.com)
     - Online access to full API documentation – available 24/7
     - Online access to FHIR APIs required for MU3
     - Request activation of application and/or integration built using APIs with no testing by Allscripts required
   - Shared Sandbox
   - Developer Forum
   - Attend Unlimited Workshops
   - SDFC Direct Case Routing by selecting Unity API Queue
   - Phone Consultations with Unity Subject Matter Experts
   - Host Workshop
   - Priority API Enhancement